Wired for life

TECHNOLOGY & ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS SEAMLESSLY
COMPLEMENTING YOUR HOME AND LIFESTYLE

yourhome consulting
Introduction

Your Home, Your Needs
It’s in our name

Your home is for now and the future, and should be designed to satisfy your needs. So our goal is simple — to ensure your home electrics and technology work in perfect union with your life. After all, sound planning from the outset saves you money and enhances the value of your new home.

Our friendly consultants listen to what you want and need, then lend you our experience to map out a thoroughly planned blueprint of your key wiring and technology desires. We do all this before the first foundation of your home is laid to ensure you get everything you need to achieve that home you’ve been dreaming of.

PlanSmart™ makes it easy to work through all the possibilities, so you don’t miss selecting the right systems for your needs. Sometimes it’s hard to visualise what you really need and want without seeing your new home ‘in the flesh’. That’s why we developed PlanSmart™. Now you can ‘see’ all your chosen electrical and technology systems at work in your new home – right there overlayed on your plan.

As you and your personal YHC consultant map out these systems, you can watch the results taking shape in PlanSmart™. This is your chance to mix, match, change or add whole systems or individual technological features before these become inbuilt into your home.
This is the maxim to live by when it comes to electrical and technology systems. Power and control points are what make these fabulous home features run. So system points are just as important as the systems themselves. Because the sheen comes off that splendid lighting and amazing audio visual system when you are scrambling around in out-of-the-way places searching for a switch or power point. So we help you avoid inaccessibility with an adequate number of smartly located power points and switches.

**Did you know?**

Switches and power points come in many different colours and styles. So whatever your choice in interior design and décor, your electrical fittings can match.

Your consultant can help. Ask at your appointment.
Imagine giving visitors a vibrant welcome at the flick of a switch. Voila! You can have an illuminated garden and set music playing in one simple motion. We’ll show you how, plus give you a whole new world of ideas you could never imagine.

Lighting has to match your life while addressing those key factors important in every household — like:

- a reduced energy footprint,
- cost-efficiency, and;
- security.

Sure this is a lot to consider, but with our guidance you can have lighting convenience, ambiance and functionality.

We’ll help you make informed decisions:
- Whether your lights are bright enough
- How many lights you’ll need
- The pros and cons of lamps vs overheads
- Integrating lighting seamlessly with your individual lifestyle and furniture.

**Did you know?**

A sunset switch automatically activates your lights as darkness falls outside. Meanwhile sensors can light up your home of an evening to welcome friends and deter intruders.

Learn more about these and other features at your consultation.
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Climate varies but your desire for a comfortable home does not — nor should it. That’s why we make it easy to enjoy a home that delivers:

- Tropical warmth when it’s cold outside
- Refreshing coolness during sweltering days
- Constant clean and fresh air
- Lower energy bills and decreased environmental impact.

Heating and cooling control systems provide comfort and savings by controlling your heating, ventilation and air conditioning. You can set different temperatures for each zone, allowing different parts of the home to be heated, or cooled, independently of each other. This saves money, reduces energy use and increases convenience by enabling you to heat or cool only the rooms as you need them. In large homes, these features can result in substantial savings on energy bills.

All it takes is the right heating and cooling systems. Now you can dictate the weather in your own home in one easy touch.

Plan it. Have it. Enjoy it.
Structured Cabling

Bringing your home technology together

Structured cabling brings your home together with up-to-the-minute technologies and integrates new ones as they emerge. This is only achieved through progressive planning resulting in a savvy wiring infrastructure that future-proofs your home while ensuring you enjoy all current technologies to their fullest. Computers, home entertainment, telecommunications, internet, TV, blueray and media servers – structured cabling caters to it all.

We step you through possible future-proofing possibilities to ensure you can:
- Stream music, enjoy home-wide internet access, and sync several TVs throughout your home.
- Structured cabling brings a wealth of possibilities into your home wiring infrastructure. But as with all in-home systems, the detail is critical. So smart planning is the key.

That’s where we come in to help you:
- Identify and map out your cabling structure
- Select the right cabling integration for your requirements
- Explore clever and structured cabling possibilities.
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Structured Cabling

Communications

An integrated phone and intercom system is the ideal way to get everybody talking. After all, every home depends on clear and timely communication and easy multitasking. Now you can tell your family dinner is ready from the kitchen while they’re in the lounge. Or see who is at the front door without automatically admitting your visitor to your home. You can even install a gate release feature linked to a camera inside your home. What an ingenious way to invite welcome guests in and keep unwelcome ones out. Home communication devices keep you talking without compromising security or convenience.

Every home’s communication needs are different, so we help you tailor an individual solution by:
- Pinpointing your home communication requirements
- Plotting out all communication systems in SmartPlan
- Exploring state of the art in-home communication options.

STRUCTURED CABLELING

An integrated home intercom system lets you communicate with your whole household, no matter where they are in your home – all at the touch of a button.

... ask us at your personal YHC consultation
Like the sound of a seamless home entertainment experience without even a hint of cord clutter? We help you iron out any glitches in your audio, visual and entertainment distribution systems before these become part of your new home. It doesn’t matter whether your entertainment system is indoors, outdoors or both.

We assure you of utmost enjoyment, convenience and safety, so you get excellent entertainment and a great time. Want the whole nine yards in in-house entertainment? You got it. We can integrate all your electrical systems so you have full control of any device, anywhere in your home. Dim lights, increase volume, sit back and savour an authentic theatre experience. You can do it all in one hit.

Such is the power of ‘seeing’ and planning your home entertainment systems right down to the last letter. Want a future-ready home now? We will help you get it by:
• Blueprinting your cabling structure
• Deciding the right placement and installation sites
• Choosing the servers and network options that match your needs.

Did you know?
You can protect your equipment and appliances from inevitable power surges. Surge-protected power points are the way to go.

... ask us at your personal YHC consultation

Smart homes outsmart unwanted visitors and give you the complete in-home control you need — with touch-button ease.

Safety and security are the modern must-haves in any home. There are many protective options available: remote controls, emergency lights, keyless entry, video cameras – even humble alarm systems and sensor lights. But whether you opt for basic security measures or all the bells and whistles, your safety systems must perform. And planning is what it takes to ensure this happens.

Along with safety you want home-wide convenience and control too. This can take many forms depending on your lifestyle. Monitor a sleeping baby as you sip a cuppa, keep an eye on the kids playing while you make lunch or bathe your home in light with one touch from your bed.

Almost anything is possible. All it takes is a little forethought and a meeting with our meticulous consultants. We’ll help you:
• Identify and map out your security structure
• Select the right alarm and security systems for your requirements
• Explore clever and responsive home automation options.

... ask us at your personal YHC consultation
Ducted vacuum systems transform your home from the ground up. Say goodbye to dust and irritating particles that trigger asthma, allergies and discomfort. Claim modern efficiency – and clean air too.

Ducted vacuum systems offer major health and convenience benefits:

- **Easier to use** – you don’t have to lug a portable vacuum cleaner around. Simply connect the hose to one of the wall inlets and you can easily reach any part of your home.
- **Relief from allergies** – no matter how good the filtration, portable vacuum cleaners blow some dust and other allergens back into your home. Since ducted vacuum systems blow the filtered air outside of the living area, fewer allergens remain.
- **Reduced noise** – having the motor outside of the living area makes the ducted system less noisy compared to a portable vacuum cleaner.
- **More power and better cleaning** – ducted vacuum systems use motors that are substantially more powerful than portable vacuum cleaners, so they provide stronger suction to remove dust, dirt, dander and other undesirable substances.

**Did you know?**

Ducted vacuum systems achieve a healthier environment by greatly reducing pollens, dust and other irritants.

... ask us at your personal YHC consultation